Introduction
Just like the popular Dance Dance Revolution (DDR) dance game original created by Konami, we build an installation art system that can either let children play hand-shadow illusions, or let them pose their body within limited time with background music playing, so that the human pose can match the hint images dynamically shown on the screen. 
Exposition
Two demos, Hand-Shadow Illusions and 3D DDR, sharing the same concepts and software engines, are composed of three components. * Joint first author † Contact person ‡ Email: {jsyeh, liubiti, richardg, lifong, yuminyung, jean, jonathan, yolux, dynamic, cyy, robin, ming}@cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw
The first component is a multi-camera system. Game players stand on a stage with several cameras surrounding them. Our capturing system uses background matting to segment the human body from the background and produces the silhouette images from many different views.
In Hand-Shadow Illusions, we use one camera to capture one or two different hand shadows at the same time on the same projector screen. It may also be possible to use two cameras in different places with network connection to play the game together. Furthermore, 3D DDR can use three cameras to capture different views at the same time.
The second component is an efficient model retrieval server. This server can receive a set of descriptors (dozens of integers) of each view as a query and find similar shapes from the model database. We transform the silhouette images obtained from the first component to a set of descriptors, submit those descriptors as query keys to this server, and get model candidates in terms of visual similarity.
Hand-Shadow Illusions uses a full-set of the database stored in the server, which has tens of thousands models. The return over HTTP is less than two seconds in average. On the other hand, 3D DDR uses a local database which contains only hundreds of models for real-time response.
The last component embeds those models in the display for the two demos.
Conclusion
We proposed an installation art system based on efficient model retrieval technology, and provided two demos, Hand-Shadow Illusions and 3D DDR.
